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Today, itʼs a fast-paced business world. As change continues to add uncertainty to the 
healthcare sector, finance leaders like yourself remain tasked with effectively analyzing, 
monitoring and predicting the financial performance of your organization. 

You and your teams need to be able to plan for patient volumes, payer mix, reimbursement rates, 
location consolidations and operating margins at a moment's notice. This requires that you have 
access to critical financial information and data to deliver insights and recommend strategies that 
lead to overall company growth.
 

Your financial plan is your most critical tool for ensuring that the organization is efficient, profitable, 
and poised for both short and long-term success. Thatʼs why many healthcare organizations are 
looking to automate and integrate financial planning functions, with the use of cloud financial 
planning software. 
 

Finance teams that embrace digital transformation and recognize the value of intuitive automation 
are better equipped to adapt to market changes, take intelligent risks, and capitalize swiftly on new 
opportunities.  
 

This shift to Intelligent Planning will transform how you budget, forecast and report performance 
and empower leaders across your organization to make smarter, data-driven decisions.

Cloud financial planning for healthcare organizations: 
how to modernize your office of finance. 

Common Financial Pain Points for the Healthcare Industry: 
Patient Volumes
Payer Mix
Reimbursement Rates
Location Consolidation
Operating Margins
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Easily accommodate the unique aspects of 
your organization. Do you budget by clinic, 
physician or procedure? Do you need to 
track metrics like patient days, beds, and 
visits? Planning Maestro by Centage has you 
covered, conforming to the way you work.

Watch Video Demo

Your Intelligent Planning Checklist

Generate detailed personnel plans. Personnel plans are the largest and most complex aspect of 
the healthcare organizationʼs budget. Intelligent Planning streamlines the complexity by 
automatically calculating employee-specific fringe benefits, taxes, and other costs for accurate 
resource planning, as well as managing other employee-related costs such as ongoing training and 
certifications.  

Drive headcount requirements based on census. Create precise income plans based on accurate 
historical data. Ensure plans are driver based, and are based upon key metrics and key healthcare 
performance indicators KPIs such as type of service, length of patient stays patient visits, patient 
insurance policy, number of patient beds, contractual allowances, and so on.

Track and control costs. Healthcare costs are under scrutiny, with HR departments, regulators and 
patients demanding insight into charges. Intelligent Planning helps you understand your costs, and 
report on them. Compile detailed cost analyses by doctor, physician, healthcare provider, 
procedure, or department. Understand your cost of services by measuring and managing provider 
insurance costs or tracking meal plans and number of patients. Use these insights to allocate your 
costs optimally, and ultimately drive profitability.

Produce custom healthcare reports. Create income statements by payer, as well as consolidated 
physician statements of revenue and expenses. Use multiple views and hierarchies i.e. location and 
doctor for various reporting requirements. Intelligent Planning makes it easy to keep a tight watch 
on the health of your organization with access to timely and robust data in visually meaningful 
reports and dashboards.

Automate planning processes. Integrate departmental budgets for a consolidated financial view 
of the organization. Intelligent Plannings makes it easy to generate revenue, headcount and 
operations forecasts and adjust for market fluctuations.

https://www.centage.com/products/planning-maestro/product-demo/

